High-resolution MR angiography: results in diseased arteries.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the value of a respiratory-gated three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance angiographic technique (MRCA) in identifying coronary arteries in healthy volunteers and patients with proximal coronary artery stenoses and to compare the results of the navigator echo technique in the assessment of coronary artery stenosis with conventional coronary angiography. Twenty healthy volunteers and twenty patients with proximal coronary artery stenosis were examined at 1.5 Teslas with a cardiac-gated and retrospective respiratory-gated 3D gradient echo sequence. Visualization of the main coronary arteries was analyzed after curved MPR-reconstruction in three defined segments. For the assessment of image quality, a grading system including six scores was used to evaluate 400 vessel segments. Detection of coronary artery stenosis was compared with conventional coronary angiography by two blinded readers. In healthy volunteers, an image quality with a score of at least 3 (i.e., completely identified coronary arteries with major luminal irregularities) was found in 55% for the proximal segment, 47% for the middle segment and 20% for the distal coronary artery segment. Respective data for patients were 69% for the proximal segment, 47% for the middle segment and 20% for the distal segment. In contrast to other studies, we compared MRCA and conventional coronary angiography in the assessment of stenoses for all coronary vessels and for selected coronary vessels with high image quality. For the assessment of coronary artery stenoses (n = 53), sensitivity was 73% and specificity was 50% after evaluation of all patients by two blinded readers. A sensitivity of 79% and a specificity of 54% were found for evaluation of coronary vessels with an image quality score of at least 3. With the navigator echo MR technique, a complete 3D visualization of the main coronary arteries is possible in cases with variable image quality, but further experience and improvement of the prospective navigator echo sequence using shorter acquisition times is necessary for reliable assessment of coronary artery stenoses.